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ABSTRACT

In contributing to the vision heading towards becoming industrialized and developed nation, most of the Malaysian organizations have played their role in the transition process from information age to knowledge age, from the era of industrial economy to the era of economy based on knowledge. Central during this transition period is the knowledge contribution of knowledge workers who are the valuable assets to the organizations and thus protecting and preserving knowledge of the knowledge workers is very crucial and need urgent attention. This is possible through knowledge integration by integrating information into knowledge base. This research examines the factors contributing to knowledge integration by looking at the influence of the content of knowledge work on knowledge work performance, and influence of knowledge workers’ characteristics and organizational characteristics on knowledge integration capacity. Knowledge work performance and knowledge integration capacity are then tested as the mediating factors. The key test in this research is the test regarding moderating factors for the three types of specific knowledge (context-specific, technology-specific, and context-and-technology-specific) to moderate the relationship between the content of knowledge work and knowledge work performance among knowledge workers. Capitalizing on quantitative approach, data from 471 knowledge workers is collected from March 2011 to May 2011. The collected data is tested and proven to support the research framework where all components have positive significant relationship. On the test regarding the moderating effect to the relationship in the model, it is found the general knowledge moderate the relationship between the content of knowledge work and knowledge work performance. Nevertheless, the tests on each component reveal otherwise. This shows that in the case of Malaysian knowledge workers the specific knowledge has to be considered together, not separately, to realize the moderating effect on the relationship between the content of knowledge work and knowledge work performance.

Keywords: Knowledge work, knowledge worker, knowledge integration, specific type of knowledge.
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1.1 Introduction

Peter Drucker (1909 - 2005), the modern scholar or philosopher who is known as the intellectual father of management, had argued for the importance of knowledge of human being. He suggested that knowledge is an essential element for a man to portray himself which includes his self-image and his personality. He further claimed that knowledge shapes human thinking, actions, behavior and even beliefs. It becomes the platform for human to make decisions and choices in determining what we want to be or to achieve in our life.

According to Syed-Ikhsan and Rowland (2004), knowledge is considered as the most important aspect in human life. They argue on the segregation between knowledgeable persons and the un-knowledgeable person and how others value those with knowledge compared to those without knowledge. The transition age, from information age to the knowledge age (Ghazali, 2009), indicates the need to concentrate on the knowledge aspects of the individuals. Ghazali (2009) suggests that the knowledge age in Malaysia commence from year 2011 up to year 2020 and it is part of the government plan to ensure Malaysian people possess enough knowledge to face the ever changing world of today. This situation and the attention of government to knowledge issues indicate the importance of knowledge to the people and also to the government.
The contents of the thesis is for internal user only
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